if he had been there that Saturday evening.
What could I do but pay
double then, seemingly without reason. The second time I ran
from a restaurant’s register, I was older and poor.
I left a cigarette burning in a ceremonial mound
in a golden glass ashtray. I admit: I felt no shame

nor guilt, just a slight second of empathy
for the waitress, who may have cursed me the remainder of
her day,
even when starting her seven-year-old station wagon

that evening, stumping the accelerator twice
before turning the key. She didn’t see me
on a bench across the street—my camouflage

of tobacco smoke. Or she chose
to ignore me, much like that raccoon we saw daily,
night or day, which ignored the tires of too close Kilgore Ave.

and suffered the misdemeanors of the flesh.
And yes—I fed her, everyday
I hefted a bowl of sweet cereal, left it beside the door

and watched through a window
as she ate the red, green, and yellow rings.
I carried that bowl out

despite complaining neighbors—despite, even,
the conclusion of raids against my trash,
I carried that bowl in my supplicant’s fingers

like a present or an offering
for benevolence. I carried it forward
as if it were sacred.

Gerry La Fenêtra

HAIR OF THE DOG

Barbara A. Oakley

INTRODUCTION

In the 1970s through the 1980s, a group of American fishermen and businessmen teamed up with the Soviets to form one of the only joint Soviet-American companies in the world—Marine Resources Company. In this joint Venture, Americans were to catch fish within the newly defined 200-mile limit, then pass them off at sea for the Soviets to process. To serve as translators, Marine Resources hired a dozen or so American speakers of Russian: university students, mostly, with a sprinkling of adult children of Russian immigrants thrown in. They were to live on board the Soviet trawlers and keep tabs on the amount of fish brought on board so that the fishermen would be properly reimbursed.

The relationship between Americans and Russians has tended toward volatility at best, and fishermen everywhere are among the most independent, obstinate, and hard-nosed of people. In reality, therefore, the company representative’s main function was to grease treads: ensure that the Soviets and Americans maintained a smooth working relationship. This could be a daunting task in a world of mutual suspicion—a good representative needed a nimble command of both Russian and English, a strong streak of diplomacy, an
ability to elude and subvert the machinations of the KGB, and perhaps most importantly, an endless capacity for booze.

Alcohol, prejudice, paranoia, and deceit, all set on a rusted out stinking hulk of a boat, manned by an inept, drunken, demoralized crew. The evidence of the death of the Soviet system lay all about me on the trawlers as I worked, yet even I did not realize the meaning of the notes I scrawled as I lay hungover and seasick on my bunk. The demise of the Soviet Union was, for most Westerners, an overwhelming shock—a sudden and historic schism predicted by few. Even trained Sovietologists were taken by surprise. And so I did not realize what I was chronicling in my whiskey-stained journals: the end of an era.

And even I did not realize how that past era would reflect, refract, and coalesce in modern form. Good people struggling against the blinders of one-sided, digested, totalitarian regimes—regimes that cry wolf even as they destroy their own people. The experiences of the Joint Venture are more relevant today, in our post 9/11 world, than they were in the last millennium.

So climb aboard the trawler with me and read on.

**Arrival**

The captain invites you to his cabin for tea,” said the man in Russian. He stood awkwardly at the cabin door, averting his gaze from our nightgowns. I glanced at Laura. She tugged at her gown, then scratched her belly.

“It’s close to midnight, Barb. I don’t think people ordinarily have tea at midnight.” She grinned. “I know what else they have, though.”

I raised my eyebrows. “Don’t be such a fuddy-duddy.” She nodded to the crewman and shut the door. “Come on.” In seconds she was dressed and out the window.

It was my first evening aboard the *Muss Yegromu*, a Soviet trawler that had put in at Seattle to stock up on supplies, refuel, siphon off wastes, and pick up several observers from the National Marine Fisheries Service, along with another translator: me.

My knowledge of Russian had been instilled during a thirteen-month stint at the U.S. Army’s Defense Language Institute five years before, and honed to a dull edge of rustiness with two quarants of third-year Russian at the University of Washington in the months prior to my departure on the Yegromu. Somewhere in the back of my mind I’d carried an image of a few romantic months of dreamy work at sea. As Laura, my new cabin mate and fellow translator, had put it only hours before: “Welcome aboard, sucker!”

I clambered out the window after Laura (it was easier to get to the bridge on the messy walkways outside the window than through the labyrinthine passageways beyond the door), and we picked our way forward, climbing over ripped-up planks, hefty chunks of metal, and bits and pieces of gear. The Yegromu was a 270-foot combination trawling and fish-processing vessel of a type referred to as a “Big Mother” by the American fishermen. It was also a rat’s nest. Peeling gray and white paint was everywhere, often covered with a bloody patina of rust. I made my way forward with trepidation. Every ship, as the old saying goes, is a reflection of its captain.

I’d met some of the ship’s crew earlier, as I boarded. The deck crew had been standing near the railings, huddled in surly little groups and smoking the industrial-strength cigarettes called papirousi. They had eyed me wordlessly as I tugged my baggage up the narrow gangplank, then jumped to assist as the fleet commander, Anatoly Petrovich, appeared.

“I want to meet you,” Anatoly said, in heavily accented English.

I think you just have, I thought, and shook his hand. And about five feet, Anatoly Petrovich was short even by Russian standards. He was also dumpy and beetle-browed ugly. I later learned that most of the Russian women in the fleet had a pas-
sion for him, which goes to show what power will do for a man.

Having exhausted his store of English, Anatoly switched to Russian: "Welcome aboard, the Mavi Vergeni. I'm sure you will enjoy your stay here."

I mumbled something to the effect that I was glad to be aboard. Mumbling is a potent resource when one isn't sure whether one is saying things properly.

We both stood uncomfortably for a moment, Anatoly unsure of what to say, and I unsure of both what to say and how to say it.

"You should have something to eat. I'm sure you're hungry," Anatoly said.

I protested in vain that I wasn't; then watched helplessly as my baggage was ferried off without me, while I was led off through a Byzantine maze of stairwells and passageways to the officers' mess.

The mess, located in the forward area of the ship, contained a long, empty table, obviously designed to hold most of the officers. I was seated alone at a small stand squeezed into the side. It was covered with leaflets and brochures, all in English, expounding the virtues of communism. I shuffled through them nervously, then glanced about at the walls plastered with banners and pictures of Lenin. At last a waitress darted in with a bowl of cold and greasy fish soup. She smiled.

"Would you like to come down to our cabin when you're through?" she asked shyly.

"Yes, I'd like that." I gulped a bit of my soup, hesitated a few moments out of politeness, and got up.

The woman, Klavdia, was on her third voyage, and as we made our way to her cabin she explained some of the workings of the Soviet pay scales. Each job in the Soviet Union, she explained, had a set salary, but multipliers were used depending upon how far away from Moscow you were. The Ukraine had a multiplier close to one, Soviet central Asia a multiplier around two, and Siberia had a three. The Vergeni, she explained, was considered to be even tougher duty than Siberia, and as such merited a multiplier close to four. Therefore, she told me proudly, even though hers was one of the lowest paying jobs on the ship (indeed, the women held all the lowest paying jobs on the ship), she made more money than most college professors in Moscow.

We arrived at her cabin and she opened the door with a flourish.

Inside, perched on inadequate-looking chairs, were three of the stoutest women I'd ever seen. Although none of them could have topped five feet, each was enormously rotund, with fat bursting from tiny blouses. They must have weighed around three hundred pounds apiece.

They smiled happily. "Come in! Come in! Have some coffee; have some cookies!"

The women were Klavdia's roommates: the head cook and her two assistants. The obesity, I later learned, was an occupational hazard shared by cooks throughout the fleet. They were often ferried on and off the ship by deck cranes, being unable to climb ladders and unsure of themselves on the narrow gangplanks.

All three were busy eating cookies from a box. "Here, have some," said the head cook, thrusting a handful in my hand. "I'm Alla Nikolayeva, this is Katerina Lvona, and this is Yelena Sergeyeva. You've already met Klavdia Yurevna."

I nodded, munching nervously on a cookie. The Russian custom of using both first and middle names in ordinary speech tended to leave one bogged down after a while.

"Do you happen to have a Sears catalog?" Alla asked.

"No, sorry."

"Too bad." She pointed to the walls plastered with pictures of fashion models torn from American catalogs. "Beth gave us these last year. They're out of fashion now, no doubt. Ali, well."

Someone thrust a mug of coffee in my hand. It was Soviet instant coffee—even worse than American instant coffee.

"Here, have some sour cream. It's delicious," said Kat-
rinsa, waving a heaping spoonful in my direction. "Don’t be shy, now."

I hesitated. What did one do with a spoonful of sour cream? I took it and stirred it into my coffee.

"No, no, no!" The cabin filled with laughter. "You’re not supposed to drink it, silly. You’re supposed to eat it!" I looked up. All three cooks had spoons full of sour cream in their hands and were licking them as if they were ice cream. "It’s fresh. We just got it here in port, and it’s thick and sweet as can be." They poured out my coffee, still laughing, and gave me a refill.

The women chattered happily, and I listened carefully. Although I understood most of what they said, the speed of the conversation was much faster than I was used to; in class the professors had always been careful to speak slowly and clearly. And there was a strange lift to the speech: a Ukrainian accent. The ships in this fleet, they told me, were based out of Nakhodka, a town near Vladivostok in the far eastern reaches of Siberia. Many of the inhabitants had moved there from the Ukraine during the thirties, for reasons unspecified.

We passed the better part of the evening exchanging bits and pieces of information about each other while the cooks stuffed themselves on cookies and sour cream, and Kлавдия drank tremendous amounts of tea. At eleven I excused myself to hunt up my luggage, my cabin, and a little sleep. Or so I thought, anyway.

Laura knocked loudly on the captain’s door, with a wink toward me. A Harvard graduate with a mass of curly red hair, Laura was working her way through Harvard Business School in her own unorthodox fashion. This was "her" ship—she’d already been on board for a week, and would serve as Муз Yegorova’s translator throughout the fishing season. I was to be transferred to another vessel, the Isaakrusha ("Emerald") to serve as translator when we joined back up with the rest of the fleet near the Oregon coast.

The door swung open. "Laura! You have come!" Laura was suddenly enveloped in a gigantic bear hug.
large glass and quickly poured himself a shot of tequila. Laura was already going after the cognac.

"Toast," he proclaimed. "To Soviet and American fishermen. And good season." He downed the shot in a gulp and poured himself another. "Say, Barbara, did you bring Sears catalog?"

I allowed as how I hadn't.


"Yes," I said. Laura was working on her second shot. I gulped at my champagne.

"Here you are," Klavdia, the waitress I'd met earlier, came bustling into the room with steaming platters of potatoes and fish balanced on her arms. She set them on some chairs. "Alexei Vasilievich," she said, clapping the captain on his shoulder, "You need to eat something."

"Eat?" Captain Alex said in Russian. "Have I ever told you the one about the pickles?"

"Yes," said Klavdia. "You have." She picked up the box of empty bottles and headed out of the cabin.

"There was this bunch of Muscovites," said the captain, oblivious. "They were sitting at a table with a Frenchman. On the table were ten bottles of vodka and a bowl of pickles."

The captain paused to down his second belt, wining his mouth with the back of his hand. He poured another shot as he continued.

"The head Muscovite, Ivan, poured a round, and everyone downed his shot without saying a word. Nobody touched the pickles. Ivan poured another round, and everyone drank again, still silent. Still, nobody touched the pickles. Ivan picked up a new bottle and poured another round. Even so, nobody touched the pickles."

Captain Alex stopped to refill my glass.

"Ivan poured once again, and everyone drank. Then another round, and another, until finally the very last bottle of vodka was reached, with still not a pickle being touched." Cap-

tain Alex looked down abruptly, as if he had forgotten something important. He located the shot glass in his right hand and upended it into his mouth, then leaned over to fix me with a glazed stare.

"Ivan poured again, and everybody paused for a minute, getting ready to drink, when the Frenchman, Jacques, reacted out-and took a pickle."

"Jacques," said Ivan, finally breaking the silence. "Are you here to eat, or to drink?"

Captain Alex guffawed heartily. "Funny, okay?" he asked, switching back to English.

"Funny, okay," I said, laughing. Actually, everything was beginning to be funny. And my understanding of Russian seemed to be getting better by the minute.

"Barbara, you must also try this cognac. Armenian cognac is best."

"Don't mix drinks," whispered a tiny voice in the back of my mind. "You'll be sorry." I swirled the remaining champagne in the heavy wine glass. It went down in two bubbly swallows. "Okay?" I said.

Captain Alex whipped a shot glass under my nose and extended a palm. "Give me five, baby!"

I slapped his palm and took the glass.

"He's my best student of American idioms," said Laura, her eyes watering with a plastic sheen.

I took a sip of the cognac and wrinkled my nose at its strength.

"No. No good, Barbara. Is bad luck not to finish glass all at once. Like this." Captain Alex poured himself another hefty shot and downed it in one large gulp. I stared at him, stared at my glass, and took a breath. I wasn't ordinarily a heavy drinker, but there was no graceful way out of this. Not that I could see, anyway. The cognac went down in a burning swallow.

"See-its easy," he said, pouring me another shot.

I nodded, blinking.

"Here," slurped Laura with consideration. "You'd better
eat some of these potatoes." She pushed a plate of greasy fries
in my direction. "Besides, they've been out of potatoes here
for the last month. This is a real delicacy."
I grinned stupidly and grabbed a fry.
"Laura, yo-yo is you, where?" said Captain Alex.
"Maybe we'd better switch to Russian," she said in Russian.
"Gdye royo yo-yo? Where's your yo-yo?"
"I left it in my cabin-why, do you want it?"
"Of course I want your yo-yo," he said. "I love your yo-yo."
"Russians don't have yo-yo's," Laura explained. "I showed
him mine today and I think he liked it."
"I love your yo-yo," said the captain again. He began to
make yoyoing motions with his hands, swaying from side to side. "Barbara, would you like to thumb wrestle?"
"Sure," I said. I was beginning to feel very cheerful.
"Shame on you," said the captain, eyeing my glass. "You
should tell me when you're all out." He poured me another
shott and dribbled the bottle over to his glass, pouring himself
one while he was at it.
"En guard." He extended a fist, thumb cocked.
"Hey," said Laura, "I've got to get a picture of this."
"No," said the captain. He suddenly looked sober. "Just a
minute." He reached over to the bottles and began to turn the
labels away from Laura, swinging each bottle around so that its
contents could only be guessed at. Easily guessed at, but still
guessed at.
"Okay!" he said, all smiles again. "Cheese!" Obviously
Laura had been working hard on his English lessons. We
muggfed for the camera, toasted each other, and mugfed for
the camera again. Captain Alex poured another round.
And another.
And another.
And another . . .
"Hey," Laura said, "whamph!"
"Huuf?" I replied.
"I said," she spoke slowly now, trying to enunciate, "what
time is it?"
She'd called him a wet blanket, and a wet blanket isn't a spoil-sport in Russian. It's a soaking bed covering.

"Maybe it's time for you to go to your cabin," said the man. "My n' V aine's olodya, by the way."

"Cabin?" we asked in unison.

"Come on."

We trooped back up a set of stairs. I bumped heavily against the davits of a lifeboat as the deck began to weave. God, I thought. I'm drunk. I watched as the horizon began to bob and tilt. The queasiness I'd been feeling suddenly worsened. Wait a minute, I thought. Is it me or the ship?

Laura grabbed for some handrails. "Everything keeps moving," she complained. "I don't feel so good."

"Just wait," Volodya laughed. "We'll be out of the Strait of Juan de Fuca pretty soon. Then it's open sea. This rocking is nothing compared to that."

Laura and I looked at each other, faces tinged with green.

"There's a big storm out on the coast," Volodya explained. "It's supposed to be the worst one we've had this year."

"I have a bad feeling about this, Laura," I said. My left foot shot out from under me on the slippery deck and my hands splayed ineptly toward a bulkhead. I was definitely having steering problems.

Laura moaned. She had a distant look in her eye, like an animal coping with private pain.

We arrived at last at our cabin.

"Let me get you some suchari. It'll help," said Volodya.

"What are suchari?" I asked. Volodya was gone.

"It means rusk[s]," Laura murmured. "I looked it up."

"What are rusk[s]?"

"I don't know. I didn't think I'd need an English dictionary out here."

I glanced around our cabin, the former dispensary. The glare of the naked light bulb on the stark white walls was downright nauseating in the swell of the approaching open sea. I couldn't remember how much I'd drank. I wasn't even sure what I was doing here.

Volodya returned with a plate of dried-out stale bread.

"Suchari," he said.

"That's okay," said Laura. "We don't want any."

I looked at the plate and my stomach buldozed into action.

"You will," said Volodya.

"Where's the bathroom?" I asked.

"The bathroom," Volodya paused for a moment, thinking, then turned to point. "Climb down these stairs, then turn right and go along the passage about twenty feet. Turn left, go down that set of stairs and turn right. Take a left at the end of the corridor, walk about a hundred and fifty feet down to the other end of the ship-and there they are." He smiled apologetically.

"What?" I asked. "Where? I needed a bathroom. I would need a bathroom continuously."

"Here, I'll show you."

"That's okay," I said. I wasn't sure I could walk anymore. Laura moaned again and stumbled back out the door.

"Let's go," she said to Volodya.

I lay down on the bunk, trying to focus or a chip of white paint as the cabin broke slowly into a spin.

Welcome, I thought, to Mother Russia.

I passed out.